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Abstract 19 

Capturing the published corpus of information on all members of a given protein family should be an 20 

essential step in any study focusing on any specific member of that said family. This step is often 21 

performed only superficially or partially by experimentalists as the most common approaches and 22 

tools to pursue this objective are far from optimal. Using a previously gathered dataset of 284 23 

references mentioning a member of the DUF34 (NIF3/Ngg1-interacting Factor 3), we evaluated the 24 

productivity of different databases and search tools, and devised a workflow that can be used by 25 

experimentalists to capture the most information in less time. To complement this workflow, web-26 

based platforms allowing for the exploration of member distributions for several protein families 27 

across sequenced genomes or for the capture of gene neighborhood information were reviewed for 28 

their versatility, completeness and ease of use. Recommendations that can be used for experimentalist 29 

users, as well as educators, are provided and integrated within a customized, publicly accessible Wiki. 30 
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Data summary 31 

The authors confirm all supporting data, code, and protocols have been provided within the article 32 

or through supplementary data files. The complete set of supplementary data sheets may be 33 

accessed via FigShare. 34 

Introduction 35 

In the last 35 years, the field of microbiology has undergone a total revolution. The completion 36 

of the first whole genome sequence of a bacterium, Haemophilus influenzae RD40 in 1995 [1], changed 37 

the way bench scientists design and/or interpret their experiments: the analysis of sequences (gene, 38 

protein, whole genomes) has become an integral part of the whole process [2]. This led to the 39 

incredible success of the BLAST suite developed at NCBI by Altschul et al. [3] that allowed any scientist 40 

with an internet connection to ask whether his/her favorite gene/protein was similar to an already 41 

experimentally characterized one or whether a similar sequence was present in particular organisms. 42 

From 1995 to 2005, most microbiologists could get by with NCBI and digital cloning platforms for their 43 

limited bioinformatic toolboxes. The arrival of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies has 44 

made the sequencing of microbial genomes a routine procedure. Today, this technological 45 

advancement is feeding thousands of microbial genomes and metagenomes into GenBank [4] every 46 

week (or even every day) thus transforming many fields of microbiology, from ecology [5] to food 47 

microbiology [6], infectious diseases [7] and basic enzymology [8]. This ‘deluge of data’ [9] is making 48 

simple BLAST searches useless for most applications as, without specific filters, BLAST will just retrieve 49 

hundreds of sequences closely related to the input sequence. In an ideal world, every biologist would 50 

be trained in using command line and programming tools that would allow them to cope with this 51 

encumbrance of data [10]. This might be the case in a few years’ time, but such a solution has yet to 52 

be realized and many researchers are likely to be left behind due to resource, access, and opportunity 53 

constraints. Fortunately, a plethora of databases have developed various programs with web-54 

accessible Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) that allow users with little to no programming experience 55 

to take full advantage of the information possible to be derived from the over 250K available complete 56 

microbial genome sequences [11].   57 

Integrated microbial genome portals are the easiest entry points for accessing and analyzing 58 

data derived from microbial genomes. Many microbiologists become aware of these resources only 59 

when they need to annotate a genome sequenced in their own laboratories, as most offer user-friendly 60 

annotation pipelines [12–15]. These microbial genome web-portals are quite versatile and offer 61 

various tools that were recently extensively reviewed in a side-by-side comparison [16]. Some 62 

databases offer training through introductory workshops, which can be great gateways into these 63 
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resources, yet these tend to reach only a small audience and are often restricted to a specific platform. 64 

Tutorials are also available but—in our experience teaching the use of web-based tools to 65 

undergraduate, graduate, and post-graduate audiences, both, in formal classes and in workshops—we 66 

find that these are most useful when used to “refresh” the skills of seasoned users instead of being 67 

used to get a novice user started. 68 

We have been using comparative genomic driven approaches using only web-based tools to 69 

link genes and functions for over 20 years, leading to the functional characterization of more than 65 70 

gene families (Table S1). This work required the use of all the available microbial genome web-portals, 71 

learning the strengths and weaknesses of each in the process. Here, we address problems that 72 

routinely arise for biochemists/microbiologists interested in a specific protein family and show how 73 

they can be resolved using the web-portals as well as more specialized online tools. We focus on 74 

answering three specific questions. First, “what information has already been published for any 75 

member of a protein family?” Second, “how can one best analyze and visualize the taxonomic 76 

distribution for members of a protein family?” Finally, “how can physical clustering data for genes of a 77 

given family be gathered and visualized?” In answering these questions, we intend to showcase the 78 

different microbial web-portals, as well as identify and discuss their limitations. Moreover, we present 79 

a new resource targeted towards novice bioinformatic tool users, the VDC-Lab Wiki, that compiles 80 

databases we routinely use for research and teaching, doing so with an informed curatorial eye guided 81 

by 20 years of experience navigating biological databases. 82 

 83 

Methods 84 

Protein Family Case Study and Literature Review, Curation. 85 

Process of retrieval described in detail in text; resulting accumulation of published keywords, 86 

identifiers and accessions is provided (Data S1). A list of tools, databases, and search engines were 87 

compiled for use in and a result of this work. The totality of these resources can be reviewed in the 88 

provided supplemental materials (Data S2).  89 

Data Analysis, Figure Generation. 90 

Microsoft Office Excel was used for tallying observations, query results, in addition to documenting the 91 

curation process and generating figures of curation results. Other figures and diagrams were created 92 

using Microsoft Office PowerPoint. 93 

 94 

Results 95 

Recommended workflow to capture literature for all members of a protein family. 96 
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Identifying all literature pertaining to all members of a given protein family remains a major 97 

challenge in an era defined by massive accumulations of biological data. Most microbiologists depend 98 

on PubMed [17] to find literature on a specific subject, relying on its text-based search tools. However, 99 

retrieval of published data for family-relevant homologs—often for the purposes of background review 100 

or hypothesis generation—remains a common objective rife with challenges even with the use of such 101 

corpus-centric tools. Indeed, efforts have been made in the last 5-10 years by the scientific community 102 

to adhere to a set of uniform data standards prioritizing the findability, accessibility interoperability 103 

and reusability (or ‘FAIR’) of information [18], but these principles have yet to be systematically 104 

implemented to optimally facilitate the processes linking publications to the biomolecular entities 105 

(genes or proteins) they describe. The only journal to-date that has imposed such a preemptive 106 

standard is Biochemistry: since 2018, it has required authors to complete a form providing UniProt 107 

entry information for the proteins described in the paper being submitted [19,20].  108 

To both explore the challenges of finding all the literature linked to members of a protein 109 

family  and explore potential solutions, a stepwise demonstration of the data capture process was 110 

recreated using the conserved unknown protein family, DUF34 (recently examined in Reed et al., 111 

Biomolecules 2021 [21]). With this, an approach framework constructed relying upon web-based (i.e., 112 

highly accessible) bioinformatic tools was developed with experimentalists (non-bioinformaticians, 113 

computational biologists) in mind. It is with the sharing and recommendation of this workflow that we 114 

hope to better guide researchers who find bioinformatics unapproachable or beyond their means. 115 

Gathering initial lists of keywords and representative sequences is a required first step. 116 

The first step in any protein family analysis requires the gathering of input data (e.g., a 117 

sequence or an identifier) that will be used as seed information for queries (Fig. 1 and Fig. S1-2). This 118 

process will generate two master lists: 1) a list of identifiers, gene/protein names; and 2) a list of 119 

representative sequences. Protein family databases such as Pfam [22], InterPro [23], CDD [24], 120 

EggNOG [25] are essential tools in generating these two lists. If a seed input sequence is available, it 121 

can be used to directly query these databases and extract family names and identifiers, as well as 122 

sequences of other family members. It also provides early insight into the taxonomic distribution of 123 

members of the family, of which will guide subsequent queries. Without a sequence, known 124 

keywords/aliases must be used to acquire sequences from a general protein knowledge database (e.g., 125 

UniProtKB [26], NCBI [27], JGI/IMG [28], BV-BRC [29]) (e.g., DUF34 protein family, Data S1) that can 126 

then be used to query family databases (Fig. S3b). Together, these processes allow for populating a 127 

final list of searchable identifiers/accessions/names (i.e., keywords; Fig. 1). 128 
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Representative family members should reflect the potential functional subgroups defined by 129 

taxonomic distribution, subgroups of high similarity, and domain architectural diversity. 130 

Because sequence-based queries provide a more direct path to capture the full diversity of 131 

sequence- and family-relevant literature, these types of queries should precede text-based searches. 132 

To date, several of these tools have been developed (e.g., Seq2Ref and Pubserver [30,31]) but, at the 133 

time of this publication’s composition, only PaperBLAST [32] has remained functional and fully-134 

maintained. Using the set of representative sequences selected in the initial gathering phase (Fig. 1), 135 

sequence-based queries using PaperBLAST can be performed to retrieve homolog-specific literature, 136 

with sequence-associated hits and respective crosslinked publications being called according to BLAST 137 

thresholds. From these results, “literature-sequence” associations can be reviewed for true-positive 138 

status, extracted, and compiled into a final collection organized by gene/protein identifier(s), organism, 139 

evidence, and PubMed identifier (PMID). Although the results of PaperBLAST can be viewed easily, 140 

exporting sets of hits along with their respective links and excerpts of cached descriptions is not as 141 

user-friendly, requiring users to manually copy-paste them in lieu of programmatic access (Fig. S6). To 142 

properly accommodate a family’s taxonomic distributions and architectural diversity, it is 143 

recommended that several sequences from phylogenetically disparate organisms be used for 144 

completing sequence-based queries using PaperBLAST. It is also important that these sequences 145 

reflect the diversity in domain architectures of members of the family that can be determined as 146 

described in Fig. S3 and Fig. S4. Like results typical of BLAST programs, performing multiple queries 147 

using members of the same protein family will lead to highs level of redundancy as observed for the 148 

sequence-based queries completed for DUF34 family members. Here, repeat PaperBLAST queries were 149 

completed using diverse sequences reflecting different superkingdoms and alternative domain 150 

architectures (Fig. 2). In this case study, publications were classified as being either “focal” (i.e., any 151 

family homolog being mentioned in the title or abstract) or “non-focal” (i.e., any family homolog being 152 

mentioned anywhere outside of the abstract or title, including supplementary materials), as well as 153 

whether the hit was determined to be a “false positive” that lacked relevance to any DUF34 family 154 

member (Fig. 2). On average, 26% of retrieved publications were observed to occur in less than half of 155 

the other query results, supporting the necessity of using diverse input sequences. As expected, repeat 156 

hits of the same publication were relatively frequent within individual query results (average 157 

redundancy rate of ~23%).  158 

PaperBLAST it still relies upon a pre-existing or computed network of database cross-links, 159 

which include information and inferred associations extracted from accessible publications via text-160 

mining [32]. This inherent feature makes them susceptible to many of the mistakes common to text-161 
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based retrieval methods that will be discussed in the section below and require an important level of 162 

manual curation [33]. For example, false positives can be observed (average across queries, 8.4%; total 163 

across yields, 6.8%; Fig. 2). Nonetheless, due to its ease-of-use and powerful retrieval tools, 164 

PaperBLAST should be the first step when extracting published information on a given protein family. 165 

Unfortunately, the tool is not widely used (inferred by citation records). Only 45 publications are listed 166 

by PubMed to have cited the key reference paper for PaperBLAST since its publishing in 2017 [34] 167 

(https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov; accessed the 20th of December, 2022). PredictProtein [35] 168 

(https://predictprotein.org) is another sequence-based tool that remains active and more recently has 169 

added features allowing it to be used as an alternative to PaperBLAST; however, the literature search 170 

tool is a secondary feature of the primary functions and remains in the beta phase of development. 171 

Performing text-based queries for a protein family is essential but rife with challenges. 172 

 After establishing and refining the two master lists of keywords and representative sequences 173 

(Fig. 1), text-based queries can be pursued, which will result in the continued accumulation of 174 

keywords and representative sequences. The choice of search engine used for text-based queries is 175 

ultimately up to the user’s preference; however, some tools are more appropriate than others 176 

depending on the available time budget and overarching goals (i.e., comprehensive, or topical review 177 

of a family). Together, these two parameters—keyword(s) and search tool(s)—govern the ultimate 178 

productivity of text-based search efforts. Using select keywords common to DUF34 family member 179 

associations, a survey of the different search tools demonstrated that the total number of text-based 180 

hits are highly variable (Fig. 3a) and can depend on the keywords used (Fig. 3b). Further, many of these 181 

results in this case were found to be contaminated by false-positive hits due to publications containing 182 

an unrelated scientific term, NiF-3 (“Nickel Fluoride 3”; Fig. S7), only identified through manual 183 

curation by the user. Similarly, Pubtator’s automated query adjustments can result in over-expanded, 184 

misleading results for the keyword, “GTP cyclohydrolase I type 2”, by permitting additional irrelevant 185 

results for “GTP cyclohydrolase I” into the output (Fig. 3b; Fig. 4). It is unclear how this may impact the 186 

varied searches of other users. 187 

Despite curation efforts, sequence-based search tools can fall victim to many of the same problems 188 

that encumber the text-based retrieval of literature. 189 

Although text-based search tools are widely used by experimentalists, they are less direct than 190 

sequence-based tools, and their queries are vulnerable to false-positives/false-negatives linked to 191 

human-/computer-language “mistranslations”. Any disconnect between queryable identifiers and 192 

synonymous terms used in publications can broadly be regarded as problems in identifier 193 

referenceability. In the case study of DUF34, three major sources of low or lax referenceability were 194 
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observed, each having the potential to influence that of the others: 1) name or identifier multiplicity 195 

(i.e., polyonymy/plurality); 2) mistaken identity (i.e., problematic homonymy); and 3) the ‘published 196 

and perished’ phenomenon (discussed below).  197 

The first refers to the problems generated by the many different aliases or terms of reference 198 

often assigned to biological entities like protein sequences. In the case of DUF34, numerous systematic 199 

identifiers (study system- and/or database-specific identifiers), for model and non-model organisms 200 

alike, were accumulated in the retrieval of publications (Fig. S8).  201 

The second source of poor referenceability can also be described as ‘problematic homonymy’ 202 

or ‘false synonymy’. When the same term is used for two distinct entities, either by intention or 203 

coincidence, it can make them difficult to distinguish, identify, retrieve, or sort. The DUF34 homolog, 204 

CT108 of Chlamydia trachomatis str. D/UW-3/CX, exemplified such problematic homonymy (Fig. S9a-205 

b). In this case, PaperBLAST’s retrieval of a false positive paper for the systematic identifier CT108 was 206 

the result of an author-assigned sample having the same name (a homonym), “CT108”, as the 207 

putatively linked homolog, even though this sequence was never actually mentioned in the 208 

publication. Similarly, homolog BB0468, also picked up by PaperBLAST, resulted in an example of a true 209 

match false positive; that is, the match was linked to a gene/protein of the correct identifier, but the 210 

biological information within the context of the work contradicted other well-established published 211 

observations, suggesting that the functional attribution was likely mistaken (Fig. S10). 212 

The final source, the so-called ‘published and perished’ phenomenon [36], refers to aliases, 213 

descriptions, or characterizations that had been published in the past but have since been missed by 214 

the work of one or more contemporaries, resulting in the independent naming, describing, and/or 215 

characterizing of the same entity (Elaboration S1). In addition to these challenges, keywords 216 

containing family-level names or identifiers often returned the fewest number of hits, regardless of 217 

search engine (Fig. 3), which has a deleterious effect upon the findability of published members of a 218 

protein family. This is expected to reflect the lack of standardized, systematic family-level recognition 219 

across papers that mention or discuss protein sequences. Systems that employ such standards to be 220 

implemented by publishers are recommended to facilitate better database crosslinking and improve 221 

the findability of family homologs for which experimental data has been published.  In summary, any 222 

output derived from text-based searched should also be checked by sequence for the expected protein 223 

family membership. 224 

Comprehensive literature search: capture through repeat iterations of queries in parallel with the 225 

accumulation of keywords and representative sequences.  226 
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Ideally, a comprehensive capture of all publications linked to all members of a protein family 227 

would require cycles of querying, curating, and cataloging (“QCC cycle”, Fig. 5). However, there exists 228 

a point of diminishing returns with such a process, productivity exponentially decreasing as more time 229 

passes. Even for a dedicated biocuration expert, the total amount of non-redundant data retrieved per 230 

unit time exponentially decreases after a certain number of hours. Ultimately, the user will only 231 

retrieve duplicates or false positives with each new query cycle. In recognizing this phenomenon of 232 

diminishing returns, we suggest that when the ratio of new relevant papers retrieved across tools to 233 

the amount of time invested falls below one, the user should consider this the optimal stopping point 234 

for queries. 235 

Phyletic patterning tools that examine the taxonomic distributions of protein families are essential 236 

components of comparative bioinformatic analyses. 237 

Phyletic patterning or phylogenomic analyses are used to compare the occurrence of 238 

proteins/protein families across multiple genomes. Beyond just surveying the taxonomic distribution 239 

of a protein family that is an essential step for many basic bioinformatic tasks such as generating 240 

multiple alignments, phylogenetic trees and even literature searches as discussed above, 241 

phylogenomic analyses can survey the absence-presence of complete metabolic pathways, identifying 242 

co-occurring families, or families that match a specific taxonomic distribution pattern to identify 243 

missing enzymes or pathway holes [37,38]. We survey different types of webserver-based resources 244 

for phyletic patterning (Data S2a). These resources vary in their interoperability, explorability, and 245 

overall usefulness depending on a user’s ultimate end goal and can be separated into several types: 1) 246 

general orthology databases (precomputed); 2) phyletic pattern generators/databases (often features 247 

within larger databases; most often precomputed). Of the latter type, there exists four subtypes 248 

defined by parametric restrictions and outputs: 1) custom genome selection with single target family 249 

selection; 2) tool-defined genome selection with single target family selection; 3) tool-defined genome 250 

selection with multiple target family selection; and the rarest of the subtypes, 4) custom genome 251 

selection with multiple target family selection. 252 

For years, PubSEED [39] had been an ideal resource for examining taxonomic distributions of 253 

protein families, as a user could rename member proteins and visualize their distributions in sets of 254 

genomes or user-defined “Subsystems”. If PubSEED is still functional at the time of this work’s 255 

publishing, it will likely still be frozen at ~10,000 genomes and so cannot be considered a main source 256 

for analyzing taxonomic distributions. For most existing orthology-driven resources (Data S2a), the 257 

user relies on annotation- and family-propagation systems implemented by the specific databases. The 258 
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strengths and weaknesses of these tools are compared and discussed below using the specific DUF34 259 

family linked clustered orthologous groups (COGs) identified previously: COG0327, COG1579, and 260 

COG3323 [21]. 261 

Orthology databases are useful as a first pass to gather an overview of the taxonomic distribution 262 

of members of a protein family. 263 

Orthology databases, very broad resources for examining proteins at the family level, allow for 264 

fast but superficial views of one target family at a time across pre-computed sets of genomes. Pre-265 

computed similarity-based groups or families, like those available through Pfam, InterPro, EggNOG and 266 

OrthoMCL, are useful but tend to be too superficial or lacking necessary specificity, especially in the 267 

case of smaller or clade specific families, like COG1579 (PF02591, IPR003743). These resources are 268 

limited most by the slow speed at which these databases are updated and are also not adapted to 269 

detect fusions. Further, more obscure functional subgroups can be missed. For example, when using 270 

the sequence-based search of the EggNOG database, a representative member of COG3323 will still 271 

retrieve multiple COGs varying in relevance to the query sequence and with the relationships between 272 

the different COGs left unspecified. We do find however, that even if these tools are very constrained 273 

in the genomes included, their simplicity and accessibility allow for the swift topical examination of 274 

protein families, and, in some cases, offer features not offered by more complex tools. An example of 275 

the latter includes a passive feature of EggNOG that permits a user access easy COG-dependent 276 

paralog retrieval through the “proteins” view of any given clustered group (Fig. S11).  277 

Annotree: a more customizable “quick view” of single protein families in Archaea and Bacteria. 278 

Building on the protein family information derived from Pfam (now integrated into InterPro), 279 

TIGRFAM (no longer maintained), or KEGG (KO families), Annotree provides a practical “first pass” in 280 

examining a protein family’s taxonomic distribution [40] (Fig. S12). Several output parameters can be 281 

actively modified by the user in-browser (e.g., taxonomic ranges for tree branching and, separately, 282 

labeling of those ranges). However, Annotree is restricted to bacterial and archaeal taxa and cannot 283 

allow for examination of multiple target families at once (Fig. S12). A separate tool, PhyloGene [41], 284 

provides another excellent example of a simple, fast phyletic patterning tool with an additional feature 285 

of determining putatively co-evolved genes; however, this tool, like many others, is restricted to 286 

eukaryotic homologs of humans as the primary query input(s). 287 

Tools that allow analyzing multiple target families but restrict genome selection. 288 

Phyletic patterning analysis is governed by two facets: 1) the number of families viewable at 289 

once (and how); and 2) the number of genomes one can view these data across at once (and whether 290 
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those genomes can be custom selected). Unfortunately, many of the tools available via webserver are 291 

restricted by one or the other, even both, as precomputed outputs are far easier to manage and 292 

retrieve upon external user queries. Examples of these kinds of precomputed phylogenomic databases 293 

include MicrobesOnline, STRING-DB, and KEGG Orthology (KO). MicrobesOnline allows the user to 294 

choose a set of input families using different types of systematic identifiers like COGs or Enzyme 295 

Commission (EC) numbers for generating phyletic profiles, which are graphically produced clustered 296 

taxonomically with the absence-presence of the families/members across the database’s benchmark 297 

1,965 organisms (Fig. S13). This tool is notably user-friendly with different methods of family member 298 

identification/filtration possible for selection per target; in addition to systematic identifier 299 

annotations, options for these filters also include several BLAST cut-offs (Fig. S14). Users may also view 300 

the precomputed phyletic profile for a single family via any gene entry’s “Gene Info” tab (Fig. S15). 301 

Unfortunately, MicrobesOnline is, to-date, frozen at a total of 3,707 genomes (retrieved January 14th, 302 

2022), and, further, these genomes are largely limited to bacterial organisms with only 94 archaea and 303 

119 eukaryotes, the latter of which are mostly fungi. 304 

The STRING database is a data aggregation-driven bio-entity network model database, and so 305 

is constituted by a collection of edges and nodes propagated from other annotation knowledge bases. 306 

More recently, the database has added a feature that allows for browsing of networks generated by 307 

multiple user-provided clustered orthologous group identifiers (COGs), referred to as “families” on the 308 

site (Fig. S16a). However, because of the underlying dependencies of the tool (i.e., the data aggregated 309 

from various other annotation databases), the user-defined “settings” of the networks can lead to 310 

misleading enrichments of node-node relationships, as well as losses of traceable data provenance 311 

(i.e., the source and database history of a given annotation). Therefore, it is important that any outputs 312 

are reviewed for their validity in consideration of the high potential for false positives (Fig. S16b).  313 

Because the KEGG database uses relatively stringent family relationships to create their 314 

orthologous groups (i.e., “KOs" or K numbers [42]), we find that the KO database can be quite useful. 315 

The tool produces a table of protein distribution among all genomes present in the KEGG dataset using 316 

KO identifiers (Fig. S17a), which the user provides in a space-separated list (Fig. S17b). However, the 317 

genomes are organized in an order without clear reference to taxonomic relations and the data shown 318 

is generated based upon the genomes in which at least one of the submitted KOs occurs. Because of 319 

the latter feature, it is recommended that, with tools like this, the user co-submit a positive control KO 320 

(i.e., a group that is known to be universally conserved across database genomes). Further, export for 321 

this webserver output is not necessarily tabular or tabular-compatible (i.e., HTML-embedded table) 322 

and, therefore, will require additional data tidying due to paralog-related row duplications (i.e., 323 
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duplicate rows lack names, which may be particularly troublesome for tidying without specialized 324 

programmatic script development). 325 

Tools that allow the choice of multiple target families with a custom selection of genomes. 326 

Like Annotree, BV-BRC’s Comparative Systems tool is restricted taxonomically to bacteria and 327 

archaea, but with the additional inclusion of viral pathogens (Fig. S18). The output of this tool includes 328 

a searchable heatmap for all identified gene families across a custom selection of genomes, the results 329 

of which can then be filtered using family identifiers (PGF IDs). MicroScope (the microbial platform of 330 

GenoScope) also possesses a Gene Phyloprofile tool. Multiple genomes (PkGDB, i.e., reannotated 331 

bacterial RefSeq genomes/proteomes) can be compared based on single or multiple genes/proteins, 332 

in addition to whole genome-to-genome phylogenomics. The ultimate result of this program is an 333 

output in the form of an HTML embedded table with each selected genome represented in a separate 334 

column (not row). Finally, JGI-IMG provides a tool suite that allow for the examination of custom 335 

genome lists with the use of many common systematic identifiers, such as KOs, COGs, and Pfams (i.e., 336 

“Find Function” feature of the suite). Again, the output for this tool is restricted to an HTML embedded 337 

table format but can be customized and exported in tabular format. In general, if all these tools are 338 

quite user-friendly and useful for a first pass analyses, they are currently limited by the reliance on 339 

precomputed family annotations that can be partial, too broad, or wrong [43]. 340 

KBase is one example of a tool suite designed to bridge the practical gaps between comparative 341 

analyses, setting a logical precedent for future development, integration. 342 

The Department of Energy Systems Biology Knowledgebase (KBase) has made analytic 343 

modules and pipelines available for researchers that lack programming skills [44]. Any KBase user 344 

account allows for browser-mediated access and use of complete suites of common bioinformatic 345 

analyses using either publicly accessible data or data uploaded by the user. However, while the 346 

platform is relatively easy to use, it is currently missing the modules necessary to facilitate a complete 347 

phyletic patterning analysis pipeline from genome/genome set to visualization of recognized family 348 

members. Resources provided by KBase map out specially ordered “narratives” (i.e., an organized set 349 

of data objects and application queues within a digital notebook) for completing phylogenomic 350 

analysis starting from species trees, but such a pipeline can be challenging for novice users (Fig. S20; 351 

figure adapted from KBase 2020 phylogenetics narrative diagram). It should also be noted that 352 

analyses can take many hours depending on the number of genomes being analyzed, and such 353 

investments may be important timeline considerations for experimentalists. 354 
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KBase, along with the other tools discussed, have many useful elements but, unfortunately it 355 

seems that no single web-based tool possesses all the features in a direct, intuitive way interpretable 356 

by most experimentalists when addressing the problem of protein family absence-presence across 357 

genomes.  358 

Physical clustering and synteny analyses   359 

Physical clustering is a key type of association-based inference derived from genomic 360 

sequences and links genes to putative functions based on the annotations of their encoded neighbors, 361 

given strong conservation is observed [45]. Webtools available for curating and exploring the physical 362 

clustering among genes within and between genomes are more limited than those available for 363 

phyletic patterning. Often, these analyses are optional subroutines within other webservers and are 364 

sometimes a combined product of synteny analyses. To better understand the diversity of tool 365 

features, utility, and manners of presentation, a survey of publicly available webtools for the objective 366 

of physical clustering analysis was completed (Data S2b).  367 

While synteny tools and pangenome viewers are plentiful (Data S2c), we will focus here tools 368 

that allow to capture localized physical clustering across genomes (Data S2c). Neighborhood viewers, 369 

the most basic of physical clustering analyses, are often a feature embedded within database entries 370 

or are optional features of other, larger tools (e.g., EFI Tools [46]), and, in cases of the former, 371 

neighborhoods are typically shown one at a time relative to the respective webpage’s contents. For 372 

comparative genomics, however, it is often necessary to view multiple neighborhoods at once aligned 373 

relative to a specified target gene or genes. Single-neighborhood viewers were not of interest to this 374 

work and have not been included in any of the survey data shown. Analytically, physical clustering tools 375 

can be defined by several factors: 1) the number of genomes possible to consider at once; 2) 376 

annotation quality of genomes (i.e., CDSs, regulatory sites, operons); and 3) visualization objectives 377 

(e.g., region sizes, labeling, color coding). In more practical terms, however, these tools can be more 378 

easily classified according to how they allow users to interact with data (i.e., “data interaction types”), 379 

which can be either exploratory in nature (e.g., PubSEED [39]) or a more customizable experience 380 

through user-defined ab initio analyses (e.g., Genomic Context Visualizer [47], EFI-GNT, GeCont3 [48], 381 

COGNAT [49], FlaGs [50], GizmoGene (http://www.gizmogene.com); Fig. 7, Fig. S21-S22). Tools 382 

allowing for the customization of graphical outputs with the goal of creating publication quality figures 383 

can be considered a third variety of utility or data interaction type. Tools suited to this third category 384 

can be a post-production feature of some analytic suites, but, more often, are developed as stand-385 

alone applications (e.g., Gene Graphics [51]).  386 
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These tools can be further described by their data filtration and, therein, their relationship to 387 

other tools. Some tools, such as the EFI Gene Neighborhood Tool, can be used as either a stand-alone 388 

method or in-tandem with a separate analysis (i.e., EFI’s Enzyme Similarity Tool) to then be influenced 389 

by those preceding results. Likewise, GizmoGene is interoperable with BV-BRC database [29], providing 390 

easy access to its vast collection of microbial genomes (>700,000 as of February 2023), orthologous 391 

protein families, and comparative genome analysis tools.  In particular, this simplifies the creation of 392 

user-defined genome groups for GizmoGene input and facilitates the downstream analysis of 393 

generated neighborhoods.  394 

Such interoperability, however, is rare among physical clustering tools. Even rarer are features 395 

allowing for assessments of a generated collection of neighborhoods (i.e., annotation assessments, 396 

e.g., the frequency of occurrence of different neighboring genes, etc.). Gene Context Tool NG 397 

(GeCont3) is one of the few tools that provide any form of annotation assessment or summary of 398 

generated neighborhoods (i.e., “Phylo” and “Category” tabs accompanying the tool’s outputs; Fig. 399 

S21), although the protein neighbor annotation networks generated by EFI-GNT may be considered a 400 

likened visual summary. 401 

Creating a Wiki compiling a non-exhaustive list of web-based resources for the common 402 

microbiologist. 403 

A persistent challenge exists within the bioinformatic community; that is, the ability to know 404 

which tools are available and which are most suitable for fulfilling our data and visualization objectives. 405 

As time passes, more tools are published with others being decommissioned nearly at a matched rate, 406 

the longevity of most tools not often surpassing any more than a year [52]. Many of the webtools 407 

designed for biologists’ use are scattered across the internet, often without crosslinking to more 408 

centralized, well-known resources. A few sites have been dedicated to the aggregation of the totality 409 

of useful bioinformatics resources (e.g.: bio.tools [53], https://bio.tools; CNCB Database Commons 410 

[54], https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/databasecommons/; Nucleic Acids Research regular Database Issue 411 

[55]), but—in addition to being understandably challenging to maintain—the lack of grassroots- or 412 

leadership-level efforts to popularize some of these resources have left them of low findability and, 413 

therein, a deficit of broad use by the community. Only more recently have sites like CNCB Database 414 

Commons been recommended by the likes of Cell Press (https://marlin-prod.literatumonline.com/pb-415 

assets/journals/research/cellpress/data/RecommendRepositories.pdf) or Bioinformatics Advances 416 

(https://academic.oup.com/bioinformaticsadvances/pages/instructions-to-authors).  417 
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 In response to our own difficulties in navigating the ever-changing frontier of bioinformatic 418 

tools, a wiki of webtools was established, initially, for our laboratory’s in-house use, and, later, was 419 

further developed with the intention of aiding other microbiologists. With 15 years of instructional 420 

experience in bioinformatics for microbiologists, this resource was designed with our own graduate-421 

level courses in mind, as well as common bioinformatic workflows of familiar to more interdisciplinary 422 

microbiologists, a guide informing the organization and presentation of the site and its contents. It was 423 

also of interest to create a digital space where users could share feedback on tool use and performance 424 

with others. The importance of community discussion around the use, decommissioning, and creation 425 

of tools allows for a more complete documented history of the shifts and pivots of the broader analytic 426 

spheres of computational and comparative biology. Curricula of bioinformatics courses should 427 

represent the foremost and well-proven approaches in the field [56], and, in this, was deemed ideal 428 

for guiding our collection of resources. With this, the wiki was created using the pedagogic modules 429 

of our courses and their respective learning objectives to model the subsets of information, keywords, 430 

tags, and relationships between links. The list of webtools provided in the customized “VDC Favorites” 431 

page represent the closest reimagining of these course materials, as well as being the most user-432 

friendly, interoperable, and accessible of the greater collection of resources. Ideally, this presentation 433 

of preferred tools and workflows aids other experimentalists less familiar with bioinformatic resources. 434 
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Figures and tables 435 

 436 

Figure 1. Workflow diagram recommended for capturing published data of a protein family. Supplemental figures were 437 
generated for examples (Figures S1-S5). Accompanying supplemental figures are boxed in the diagram and shown in purple 438 
text.  439 

 440 

a,  441 

b. 442 
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 443 

Figure 2. (a) Overall query quality across all representative sequences used to query PaperBLAST. “Focal” publications were 444 
defined as those having mentions of respective homologs in the abstract and/or the title, while “non-focal” were those with 445 
homolog mentions anywhere else in the publication and/or supplemental materials. Total represented hits equals 584 (false 446 
positives= 30; focal= 68; non-focal= 349). (b) Query quality of PaperBLAST hits per DUF34 protein family member sequence, 447 
one query sequence per organism. Organisms selected by tentative domain architectural subclasses and taxonomic 448 
distribution of members. Red line with ‘x’s marks the occurrence of redundant results within a single query (avg. ~23% per 449 
query). All selected query sequences have been independently described in a scientific publication [21]. Total hits per 450 
sequence/query are shown below the x-axis labels. 451 

 452 

Figure 3. Query yield distributions per search tool as a function of keyword (a) and per keyword as a function of search tool 453 
(b). A subset of nine keywords most frequently associated with the target protein family, DUF34, was organized and used to 454 
compare the query results (i.e., total hits) across nine distinct search engines commonly used in published data retrieval for 455 
scientific research. Totals of each row are shown on the right axis of each figure. 456 
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 457 

Figure 4. Query yield quality of more research-centered, conservative search tools. Focal publications were labeled as such if 458 
they featured relevant keywords specific to the protein family/family homolog in either the title or abstract of the publication. 459 
Non-focal publications were labeled if the keywords occurred in any other section of the paper. False positives were manually 460 
curated on a case-by-case basis. 461 

 462 

Figure 5. Idealized cycle of accumulating keywords, homolog annotations representative sequences, and publications 463 
necessary to optimize the capture of all published data relating to a protein family. Query phase refers to the process (often 464 
multiple in parallel) of using various webservers to retrieve literature relevant to target homolog(s). The Curate phase is 465 
distinguished by its filtration and review of retrieved information, and, frequently, the identification of experimentally 466 
validated functional associations to be noted for select homologs in the subsequent phase. The final phase of the cycle, the 467 
Catalog phase is defined by the multiple diverging paths which the different, identified information will be dedicated, which 468 
includes the two curated lists of keywords and representative sequences, as well as a collection of experimentally validated 469 
functional annotations of select homologs (publications cited). Multiple nodes within a single radial location indicates a split 470 
or merge, depending on the direction of the respectively linked arrow. Light gray dashed arrows indicate implicit information 471 
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flow, whereas the black, solid arrows indicate explicit information flow. The dashed, black arrow denotes explicit information 472 
flow out* of the QCC cycle. 473 

 474 

 475 

 476 

 477 

 478 

 479 

 480 

 481 

 482 

 483 

 484 

 485 

 486 

 487 

Figure 6. Outputs of phyletic patterning tools, visualized with options of arrangements noted. 488 
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 489 

Figure 7. Exemplary physical clustering tool output of GeCoViz (Genomic Context Visualizer) using COG1579 as input. GeCoViz 490 
is one of few physical clustering tools that is generated accompanied by a taxonomic tree. 491 

 492 

 493 

 494 

Discussion 495 

To date, various fields of biology continue to be weighed down by the responsibilities and 496 

challenges of comprehensively extracting, synthesizing, and properly propagating scientific 497 

observations among databases, all in a manner that adheres to and further fosters the use of FAIR data 498 

guidelines [57]. Here, we examined these challenges of the literature review process in the context of 499 

whole protein families. The curation of published data, alongside the interrogation of available tools 500 

common to this process, were surveyed and workflows incorporating different iterations of them were 501 

compared. Several potential pitfalls and stumbling blocks for researchers found to be common to 502 

biological publishing were identified and described, supplemented by examples of each observed with 503 

the case study of the DUF34 protein family. Importantly, it was observed that the choice of keywords 504 

and search engines, though equally important, vary both together and independently in how they 505 

influence published data capture results. Additionally, false positives across search engine types 506 

illustrated the importance of thorough, well-informed curation efforts, or more stringent publishing 507 

standards among publishers. On the contrary, sequence-based searches were determined to be critical 508 

first steps of the data capture process at the protein family level. Unfortunately, it was also noted that 509 

sequence-based query tools like PaperBLAST are limited in number. Additionally, these tools rely 510 
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heavily on curated cross-linking networks of annotation data and publications, which obligates active, 511 

regular manual curation of cross-linked observations and biological “entities” across these networks.  512 

As anticipated after a thorough investigation, it was determined that the process of 513 

accomplishing an ‘ideal’ level of completeness or comprehensiveness (i.e., requiring a repetitive, cyclic 514 

processes plagued by exponentially decreasing efficiency as greater completeness is achieved) is 515 

wholly impractical for the experimental microbiologist, given that completeness persists as a stubborn 516 

function of time, totality of keywords, and different tools invested in the retrieval of published works 517 

relevant to the target protein family. These factors, together with the aforementioned difficulties 518 

inherent to publishing, drive a pressure of diminishing returns on the retrieval process. Therefore, it 519 

was necessary to also describe an optimal strategy—a far more practical one—that could be easily 520 

employed by experimentalists aiming to improve the comprehensiveness of published data capture 521 

when completing such reviews at the family level. This recommended process was defined in a series 522 

of steps summarized within a decision tree framed by the necessity of sequences- or text-based 523 

queries, and responsibly informed by the overarching diversities and distributions of the target protein 524 

family.  525 

In response to the importance of family-level information in guiding a comprehensive data 526 

capture process, a survey of web-based (i.e., casual-user accessible) bioinformatic tools was 527 

performed to assist in accomplishing the pedagogical objectives of this work. Beginning with phyletic 528 

patterning tools, the types of tools were reviewed and those of higher usability and interoperability 529 

were highlighted. Physical clustering tools were examined second. Precomputed databases (e.g., 530 

orthology databases) were dominant among both categories of analysis. Deficits of analytic 531 

completeness and output interoperability with other tools was also emphasized for both surveyed 532 

analysis types.  533 

Ultimately, it is our hope that this work provides a framework with which experimental 534 

microbiologists might more easily approach the published data capture and the bioinformatic 535 

processes they would, without this guide, otherwise not be willing to explore. 536 

 537 
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